ORDERING INFORMATION

Please Specify When Ordering Flowmeters for the Delta Voluntary Flowmeter Program. Meter must be on approved list.

Application – agriculture irrigation well flow measurement

Fluid type: Groundwater

Nominal line size*

| O.D.: | __________________________ |
| I.D.: | __________________________ |
| Material: | __________________________ |

Units for indicator

for totalizer: ac-ft
for rate: gpm

Flow rate –
maximum: __________
Minimum: __________

Pressure –
maximum: 22psi
Minimum: 1 psi

Temperature – maximum operating
(groundwater averages 65 deg F. Air temperature 100 deg F)

Style and model chosen:

____ Bolt on saddle
____ Flow Tube
_____ Flange
_____ Weld-in
____ Other describe: __________________________

Flow straightener/conditioner (if bolt on) – note these are not straightening vanes:

____ Yes
____ No

Position:

____ Horizontal
____ Vertical (e.g. center pivot)

Special Constructions and Options:

- overrun bearings required

* – On saddle mounted meters, please furnish the inside diameter of the pipe in which the meter will be used. The outside diameter is also necessary on saddle meters and flow tubes.